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This document is written in a conversational Q/A format. 
 
Please see www.conraderb.com/catalyst-documents for the timeline, recordings and 
other relevant files. 
 
I apologize if this document is too long. Because Catalyst has accused me of being 
dishonest, I wanted to err on the side of saying more, and addressing everything in a 
candid and thorough way and deal what with might appear to be “gotcha” moments that 
Catalyst could claim.  
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Overview 

 
Who are you?  
 

My name is Conrad Erb. I work as a photographer in the Philadelphia area under 
the name Conrad Erb Photography. You can see my work at 
www.conraderb.com and more documents, including a detailed timeline, here: 
 
www.conraderb.com/catalyst-documents 

 
What’s the problem? Keep it brief. 

 
I have a dispute with a former client.  
 
A while ago, the owner of a company needed a lot of help on a technical 
photography project, and she made valuable, repeated verbal promises to me in 
exchange for my help. 
 
Later on, the owner flip-flopped, appears to have lost control of her company to 
her husband, but made even more promises to me. When I raised concerns, she 
blamed me for being the untrustworthy party, and then stole my subcontractor. 

 
Ok. I don’t mean to be rude, but how did you get into any situation with a client 
without paperwork? 
 

I tried to get paperwork about the promises about a month from the start of the 
major promises.  
 
I was told, multiple times, that paperwork would be coming. I was told to be 
patient and trust the owner, and I was reassured many times. 
 

Why did you trust the owner? 
 
Well, she seemed completely trustworthy from the start, and I tend to be a people 
pleaser and take them at their word. 
 
She said things like, “I’m not that kind of person”. At one point, she even told me 
that I had “trust issues” for wanting paperwork. 
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It took me nearly two years to realize that the owner was systematically changing 
her promises, and I was in a very bad position and had to take action. By the 
time I realized what was happening, it was very late. 
 
To use an analogy: I think this is a case of the “frog in a pot of boiling water”, and 
I was the frog. 
 

Ok. Let’s back up: Conrad, do you realize that it’s up to you to demonstrate that 
your story is true? No one will believe you without first scrutinizing your story. 

 
Yes, I understand. I don’t expect anyone to trust me. I’m making some pretty big 
claims, and I want to invite scrutiny and questions, and for everyone to examine 
the record. 
 
I know that my credibility and integrity are absolutely key here. If I get some 
minor detail wrong, it could cause someone to question my entire story. 
 

Ok. Do you have evidence about what happened in your interactions with the 
owner and the company? 

 
Yes. I started to record key meetings after things felt tense. I also have a fair bit 
of documentation about my work (emails, chats, Google documents, 
screenshots, etc), along with evidence that the work was of benefit to the 
company. 
 
I also have a timeline and other documents on this page: 
 
www.conraderb.com/catalyst-documents 
 
I won’t get into all the details now, but I laid everything out and tried to make the 
good and bad very clear: 
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Ok, let’s get into this a bit more. 
 
Starting in March 2013, I helped the owner of a company on a technical 
photography project, specifically because of the promises she made to me. The 
promises felt valuable: “you help us now, and you will be rewarded with a 
revenue stream in the future, plus a chance to sell our companies to an investor.” 
 
I was highly motivated by the owner’s promises, and I was “all in” on this project. 
 
My contributions made safety and financial benefits for the company, but sad to 
say, the relationship became very strained and confusing. 
 
Roughly one year into the project (spring 2014 onward), the owner had some 
kind of power struggle with her investor. In a meeting, the investor spoke for the 
company, and he said that the owner’s promises did not matter. He said 
something called “no exclusivity”, and he said it in writing. 
 
In fall 2014, the owner married the investor, and the owner called me and 
apologized, and later on, she and I privately (Jan 2015). She reassured me to not 
worry about her investor (who she had recently married and was now her 
husband). 
 
The owner told me everything was going to be fine, affirmed that she was the 
owner and in control, and she continued to affirm the valuable promises to me. 
Months later, she added more promises (Sept 2015), and months after that, 
affirmed her promises again (Dec 2015), and got specific about the “equity/exit” 
opportunity, and told me she would put the promises in writing again. It didn’t 
happen. 
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At the present time, it seems fairly clear to me that the investor, her husband, is 
in charge, and he has little interest in whatever promises the owner made to me. 
Most recently, he has threatened to call the government to have my green card 
taken away (Dec 16). 
 
The company is now (2017 production onward) working directly with my 
subcontractor, who is violating his signed noncompete with my company, and 
they appear to be selling my software (or a reasonably close derivative) and 
business method without the compensation the owner promised. 

 
Let’s back up for a moment. Who are the other parties involved? Tell me a bit 
about them. 

 
The company is Catalyst Aviation, a NJ LLC: catalystaviation.com. 
 
The name of the project was called “STVE”. 
 
Catalyst is now offering software the helicopter industry under the name 
Omadatech (omadatech.net). 

 
The owner of Catalyst is Maria Hoban/Palmer, a helicopter pilot. She is the 
person who made all of these promises to me. Maria is a difficult person to 
explain. One monent, she will make promises, and it feels like we are 100% on 
the “same page”. Some time later, it’s like the conversation never happened, or 
she will bring up some objection about why she can’t keep her promise. 
 
The investor/manager of Catalyst is Gerard Palmer, and he is married to Maria. 
Gerard seems to be, functionally, the owner of Catalyst. 
 
To my memory, Gerard has never been in the room when Maria made promises. 
His approach is aggressive and often “my way or the highway”, and in my 
opinion. He is dismissive of my attempts to discuss Maria’s past promises, and 
he has been quick to threaten legal action pretty early in his involvement in the 
project.  
 
To be clear, however, I don’t really have a bone to pick with Gerard. He didn’t 
cause this, and he has never lied to me. I think he’s a fundamentally honest 
person. He’s doing his best and trying to keep Catalyst out of trouble and keep 
Maria safe. 
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My former colleague and subcontractor I worked with is Jordan Marsh, based 
outside of Baltimore, MD. Things were fine with him, until he decided with 
Catalyst directly in violation of his noncompete. 
 
Witnesses to the key meetings include the assistant pilot, Rob DeSousa (in Jan 
15), a sales/operations/marketing consultant Alonzo Cahoon (in Sept 15) and 
Catalyst employee Anne Pickens. All nice people, and never had a problem with 
them. 
 

What is this “STVE” project?  
 
STVE is the name for a project involving the visual inspection of power industry 
towers. The Philadelphia and Baltimore power companies are both customers. 
The process involves flying up to a power tower, capturing many sharp images 
quickly, and handling them in a proper way so that they can be put into software.  

 
What is the value of this new visual inspection system? What is the benefit to the 
power company or power industry? 

 
In brief, this new visual inspection system makes it easier for power companies 
to keep the lights on and keep the economy going. 
 
It is safer and offer superior results compared to traditional inspection methods. 
 

Ok. Really briefly, how would the Catalyst respond to your claims? 
 
Catalyst’s general position is that the promises are irrelevant because I violated 
some mysterious NDA document from 2013, which they told me they will not 
provide unless I take them to court. 
 
This has been a major point of confusion, and I say much more about that in the 
section “the mysterious NDA”.  

 
Ok, so there’s some agreement or document they claim against you. What else do 
they say? 
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Well, it’s sometimes all over the map. Maria has acknowledged past promises 
and made more promises, and assured me they would be put in writing, but 
nothing happens. 
 
Later on, it was as if we never had the conversation, or she would suddenly have 
reasons why she couldn’t fulfill her promise. 
 

So you claim that Maria been not trustworthy, because she changed her mind? 
 

Yes. My claim is that she will say whatever suits her in the moment. When she 
wants me to help, she makes promises. When I tell her that I want her promises 
on paper, she comes up with excuses. 
 
Just a note, as I mentioned earlier, it took me a long time to see this pattern, and 
the documentation I have (timeline and recordings) are absolutely critical to 
establishing who is trustworthy, who is consistent, and who isn’t. 
 
I think it’s extraordinarily clear that Maria’s narrative is not correct, either because 
she actually forgets things, or she is trying to manipulate this situation. 

 
Can you give an example? 

 
Sure. Here is a major one, from Jan 15 and Feb 15, with the timeline graphic: 
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Without going into too much detail, the key is that something positive happened 
in Jan ‘15, followed by a very negative in Feb ‘15. That event in Feb ‘15 laid the 
groundwork for me to decide that Maria was not trustworthy. 
 
Maria’s version of the story seems to skip over the Feb 2015 meeting, and 
makes me look like I’m the bad actor. 
 

So January->February 2015 was the flip flop? 
 

Yes, but it wasn’t the only one. Maria made promises in September 2015 and 
December 2015 and failed to keep them. It was systematic. 
 

Why do you think Maria has been inconsistent? 
 
I don’t know. Sometimes she seems to earnestly forget things. Sometimes she 
seems to be such an optimistic, that she can’t see that she’s making a train 
wreck of a situation. I think a lot of it, however, is related to the fact that Gerard is 
in control of Catalyst now, and he has convinced Maria to back-track on every 
major decision. 
 

Fine. What else about Catalyst’s behavior do you think is worth saying? 
 
Overall, Maria and Gerard can both get way too personal in discussions. 
 
For example, Maria has told me that I’m on drugs or that I need a doctor, that I’m 
a liar and a scumbag. 
 
For Gerard’s part, he has tried to intimidate and interfere with my independent 
work by threatening that he will call Homeland Security, and have them take 
away my green card (Dec 16). 
 

If you could sum up Catalyst using a single term, what would you say? 
 

Believe it or not, the word is: 
 
Shenanigans.  
 
I’m not trying to be silly. I think “shenigans” is a great word because it captures 
two ideas: 
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- “confusing” or “misleading”, and 
- “too casual” or “playing games”, or “mischief”. 
 
I think that’s exactly what Catalyst has done here. They have been both 
confusing and too casual about taking their promises seriously. 

 
Let’s talk about you. How about your conduct? Do you feel you have been a good 
faith party? Did you act reasonably with Catalyst? Do you think you ever lied to 
them? Did you ever withhold information? 
 

Catalyst would say that I’m a total liar. I think that’s not the case. 
 
I say more about Catalyst’s claims against me in “Adverse facts/Catalyst’s 
side”. 
 
To state it briefly: I think I have been reasonable and a good actor, particularly 
when compared to Catalyst, and I think that the record shows that clearly. I have 
tried to communicate with Catalyst, bring up my concerns and provide multiple 
opportunities for Catalyst to clarify things. I have never yelled at my client. 
 
I will say, however, that I do have my limits, and I think that my independent work 
was also very reasonable when it became clear that Maria was unwilling or 
unable to keep her word. I had to take action in response, and I think that’s 
reasonable. I’m a nice guy, but you can’t expect me to be a doormat for someone 
to walk on, over and over. 
 

I need a quick example of a major promise by Maria. Show me that “something is 
there”. Show me how you think Maria made a “contract” of sorts with you. 
 

Sure. In five minutes of recordings, I think it’s clear something is “there”, and I’ll 
let you listen and draw your own conclusions on whether it seems some key 
business discussions are happening. 
 
Here is an excerpt of a critical meeting in January 2015: 
 
https://soundcloud.com/catalystlitigation/first-part-of-exclusivity-discussio
n-jan-9-2014 
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And a bit later in the meeting: 
 
https://soundcloud.com/catalystlitigation/002-january-9-2015-maria-admits-
gerard-in-control-in-summer-2014-meeting 
 

Ok. What did I just listen to? 
 

You just heard a critical January 2015 meeting that restored my faith in Maria 
after a very rock period. You specifically heard Maria: 
 

- Affirmed the original “exclusivity commitment” from March 2013  
- Affirmed that Gerard was in charge in summer 2014, as Conrad suspected 
- Promised “exclusivity” to Conrad’s company again 
- Committed to put that commitment in a written agreement 

 
Unfortunately, this was followed by Maria’s change of mind in February 2015 - 
just one month later. That decision is what caused me to pursue my independent 
work. 
 

Why is this so critical? 
 

Three reasons: 
 

This recording is the basis for my claim that Maria always promised my company 
an exclusive work relationship, and I never asked Maria for anything other than 
what she promised in March 2013. 

 
The meeting in January 2015, and Maria’s subsequent change of mind in 
February 2015 make it very clear why I didn’t feel Maria was a trustworthy party, 
and why I had to mitigate my situation by pursuing independent activity. 
 
This meeting indicates that Maria’s narrative about me is self-serving. 
 

Conrad, just to test you, I need to have you explain this “exclusivity” issue in a 
simple, step-by-step way. Walk me through this part in detail. 

 
Sure. Again, I want to be totally open and explain everything, because these 
details matter. 
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To set the stage, a huge aspect of the business relationship was an early, 
valuable promise Maria made to me in March 2013 called “exclusivity”. The 
promise was that on the STVE technical photography project, Catalyst promised 
to always hire my company to take the pictures of power lines. 
 
By June 2014, Gerard had seemed to take over the company, and he reversed 
this decision. He said, “no exclusivity”. He said to me in person in the meeting, 
and he put it in writing shortly after. 
 
Maria called me in fall 2014 and made a heartfelt apology about that meeting, 
and overtures that we could work things out again. I was willing to give Maria 
another chance, so we met in January 2015. 
 
(As a side note, I was nervous in this meetings. The stakes felt very high to me. I 
didn’t have a lawyer or a friend or a mentor to help me, and it was completely 
new territory for me. I sometimes stumble or take time to get to the point. Please 
forgive me.) 
 
As you heard in the recordings, Maria started the January 2015 meeting by 
addressing the question, “Do you feel like I lied to you?” I told her that my 
memory is she had promised exclusivity in March 2013, and you heard that 
recording already where she clearly remembers she made the exclusivity 
promise to me in March 2013. 
 
You then heard the second recording, where Maria responded to my concerns 
about Gerard taking over the company. She said that in summer 2014, Gerard 
was “fixing” her “serious mistakes”, and she also promised the exclusivity 
commitment in writing. 
 

Ok, it sounds like there is “something there”, and you and Maria were roughly on 
the same page and patched things up. How and why did she break her promise? 
 

Unfortunately, as I mentioned, just one month later, in February 2015, things fell 
apart again for no apparent reason. Maria changed her mind and said “no 
exclusivity”. She failed to provide the exclusivity documents on paper. 
 
In fact, during this conversation in February 2015, Maria said that I had trust 
issues, and my focus on getting things formalized was itself the problem. Maria 
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even said that I was going to have trouble in my marriage. If you asked me, 
Maria was an expert in “flipping the script”, and it was very confusing. 
 
Just a heads up - there is more to Maria’s promises. She kept making more 
promises (Sept 15 and Dec 15), and nothing came of them. All of these promises  
were recorded. 
 

Ok. I get it. Let’s pause here and not get too much into the weeds, and I want to 
back up a moment. What have you done so far to handle this dispute? 
 

Around March 2017, the relationship completely broke down. I wrote roughly a 
dozen letters to Catalyst or Jordan or their attorney, all via certified mail, detailing 
my claims and asking for a response. I get into more details about that later, but 
bottom line: I didn’t get a response that I felt addressed any claims directly. 
 

Ok. What do you want to accomplish here? 
 
I want to be compensated for Catalyst not keeping its promises and a promise 
from Catalyst to drop any threat and any claim against me in the future. See the 
section “End goals, claims and financials”. 
 

Let’s presume for the moment that you have an absolutely killer case lined up. I’m 
a very busy lawyer, and my time is valuable. Do you have a sample complaint 
written up, with dates and detailed information, and “just the facts”? 
 

I’m working on this, and I can provide it, or work from an example or template. 
 

Ok. We can get into the details later, but presuming there’s a case here, what do 
you think a reasonable claim is against Catalyst? Why is this worth anyone’s 
time? 
 

I’m open to the advice of an attorney for what is reasonable. 
 
Setting aside the value of software and equity/exit, Maria’s exclusivity agreement 
alone was worth about $70k a year to my company in gross revenue by the time 
she took my subcontractor in 2017. 
 
Three years of exclusive work revenue would be about $210,000 today (late 
summer 2019).  
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However, the exclusivity agreement is all about Maria’s promise to hire my 
company for the STVE project into the future. If it’s reasonable to think that the 
reasonable “life” of the STVE project is ten years, perhaps the exclusivity 
agreement is worth $700k of revenue. 
 
This $700k figures assume no future growth of STVE, and ignores Maria’s 
promises about equity/exit and her promises related to Omadatech software. 
 
I have more comments about claims in the section End goals, claims and 
financials. 
 

Do you have an idea of what the legal term is for your claim? Also, are you aware 
of what statute of limitations that might apply? 
 

I’m not an attorney, but my sense is that this is in the ballpark of “breach of 
contract” or “unjust enrichment”. I helped a company because of promises, and 
those promises were not met, but the benefits to the company are “still there”. 
 
It might be “fraud”, but I can’t honestly say that that Maria absolutely intended to 
deceive me at every step. 
 
I believe that in NJ, the SOL for these claims six years from a particular point in 
the relationship, and I think the SOL clock was “renewed” when Maria made 
more promises around  and I kept consulting around September 2015. So, my 
calculation is that the SOLs runs out in September 2021. 

 
It sounds like there is “something” to your claims, and I don’t want to get into 
more detail for now. However, please know that you need to be prepared to 
narrate every single point in the relationship, and justify your decisions and show 
that you were a good actor and not a jerk. 
 

Absolutely. I typed up many nitty-gritty details and put them in the last section 
“Detailed narrative” at the end of this document. 

 
Fine. It’s time to talk about Catalyst. 

 
Yes, please.  
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Adverse facts/Catalyst’s side 
 

Conrad, there’s always another side of the story. First, what are the adverse facts 
here? What’s the “bad news” for a lawyer who is interested in this case? 
 

The adverse facts that I’m most personally concerned with are: 
 

- A “conflict of laws” issue about recording meetings (I can give more detail) 
- The fact that after Catalyst interfered with me, I had to use a trade names 

to avoid Catalyst  
- The fact that after Catalyst failed to prove their claims, they asked me for 

private information at one point, and I did not disclose fully information in 
ways that Catalyst might claim is deceptive. I don’t think that I lied. 

 
Those are the adverse facts that I am most concerned with. There are certainly 
other claims Catalyst claims will make. In my opinion, they are not strong and 
don’t measure up. 
 

Ok. Let’s talk about that. What are Catalyst’s response or claims against you? 
 
Catalyst has made a lot of statements and excuses for why past promises don’t 
matter: 
 

- Conrad violated an NDA/noncompete document by doing independent work 
- Maria never broke a promise, and she even hired Conrad after Conrad broke the 

NDA 
- Conrad is a liar and he withheld information from Catalyst 
- Conrad used fake names 
- Conrad didn’t invent software 
- Conrad was responsible for operational problems in 2013/2014 that should have 

caused him to lose exclusivity 
- Catalyst had terrible finances in 2014  
- Conrad padded bills 
- Conrad didn’t bring any benefits to the project. 

 
I’ll go through them one by on. Some of these really get “into the weeds”. Again, I 

don’t want to overwhelm with details, but I want to be thorough and explain each one 
and make sure that my response is reasonable. I think the question of my personal 
credibility is a big deal here. 
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Catalyst: “Conrad violated a signed NDA/noncompete from 2013 and did 
independent work.” 
 
My response: 
 
This is the critical argument by Catalyst. There’s a lot to say, and I address it in 
its own section coming up, called “the mysterious NDA”. 
 
Maria: “Maria never broke a promise to Conrad! Maria even hired Conrad AFTER 
he broke his NDA!” 
 
My response: 
 
Maria frequently brings this up. Maria seems to think that the fact that she kept 
hiring my company was the same as having a written exclusivity agreement. I 
think the record indicates that she knows the difference and knew my concerns. 

 
Maria promised me a written exclusivity agreement to give me the security and 
safety of an ongoing revenue stream. This would allow me to keep focusing on 
the project and investing in the project on an ongoing basis, and keep improving 
the process, without fear that they will give “too much” training and help, and 
thereby make myself disposable. 
 
Maria seems to completely understand these concerns when I articulated them 
January 2015. I told her that I was concerned about providing training documents 
and the company then tell me to go away. Maria seemed to understand my 
concern exactly, so it’s strange to me that Maria says that she always kept 
exclusivity. 
 
In fact, Maria once referenced my nervousness in a text message in 2014, before 
things really blew up with Gerard in June 2014: 
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Final side note: Catalyst seemed to be doing some testing in 2015 with another 
photographer. I don’t know many details, and I accept that Catalyst might want to 
test, but the point is that exclusivity was promised in writing, multiple times. That 
is not the same thing. 
  
Catalyst: “Conrad is a liar. He lied and withheld information. He also competed 
with us.” 
 
My response:  
 
I do not believe I lied to Catalyst, and I certainly do not think I competed against 
Catalyst. 
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During a December 2016 meeting, Gerard found out about my independent work.  
 
I told Gerard that I had done some testing to see if I could make things faster (by 
shooting with two photographers simultaneously), and developing computer 
algorithms to do quality control (with MATLAB running Harris transformations). 
Both of these facts are true, and I declined to say more. If I was going to give 
more information, I would have said that my testing was also for the benefit of my 
independent work, and if I was going to share it with Catalyst, it was probably 
only going to be part of a discussion where I would leverage my work and use it 
as a carrot to get my exclusivity agreement on paper (which, by this point, Maria 
had failed to do three times by this point). 
 
In that meeting, of course, Gerard felt like I was hiding something. My position is 
that I didn’t have an obligation to disclose private information to him unless he 
could prove I had agreed to do so. 
 
That being said, in that December 2016 meeting, I did act perhaps too “meek” 
and apologetic to Gerard in that meeting, and I pretended that I didn’t think 
Gerard would care about my testing. Of course, I knew he would care, but again, 
Catalyst had failed to provide any document against me regarding independent 
work, so it wasn’t my responsibility to go out of my way and tell Gerard what I 
was doing. In that sense, I can absolutely understand if Gerard felt like I was 
being hiding information inappropriately. 
 
To be clear, however, I don’t think that I lied to Gerard. I did repeat to Gerard 
what I told Maria numerous times: “Gerard, I’m not competing with you.” 
 
As a side note about the claim that I lied to Catalyst: the meeting in December 
2015 (a year previous) shows that I shared a lot with Maria about my 
independent work. If there’s any question of me being honest and giving Maria a 
chance to make things right, that’s it.  
 
She asked about my independent work in December 2015, and I told her what 
was going on. I told her I felt my independent work did not compete with Catalyst, 
and my independent work was in response to her failure to put her promises on 
paper, most notable in February 2015. Of course, she claimed that it was a 
violation of the mysterious NDA document. 
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Catalyst: “Conrad used fake names to avoid us finding out about his work. He is 
a bad actor. If he is so trustworthy, he would have just used his regular name.” 
 
My response: 
 
I started doing independent work with my real name in fall 2014. That only 
changed only and precisely because of Catalyst’s promise to interfere with me. 
 
I don’t remember the exact timing or event, but sometime in either late 2014 or 
early 2015, either Maria or Gerard said something like, “We have friends 
everywhere. If you try to do some kind of independent work, we are going to 
come after you.” Whatever the exact words, it was clear that Catalyst felt they 
could interfere with me without a legitimate basis for doing so. Catalyst had failed 
to respond to my July 2014 letter demanding whatever documents they claim. I 
felt I had no other choice but to use a trade name, and I only did so because 
Catalyst made it clear they wanted to make my life very difficult. I didn’t like it, but 
I felt I had no choice.  1

 
It’s also worth noting I never once derived any benefit from the use of the trade 
names except to the obvious benefit: I was avoiding Catalyst from interfering in 
my private, independent work meetings. 
 
Catalyst: “Conrad make numerous mistakes in 2013 and 2014 that should have 
cost him exclusivity. We had a terrible year in 2014. We lost money!” 

 
My response: 
 
Maria has a smattering of complaints about 2013 or 2014 that are generally not 
very compelling. Either they are out of proportion to the actual problems, or they 
had nothing to do with me, or they show that Maria had a “low resolution” or “low 
detail” view of some situations. 

1 To give you a sense of how weird this was: after Catalyst found out about what was supposed to be a 
confidential consultation in fall 2014 an industry expert, for which I paid regular consulting rate, I 
contacted the consultant and asked for an explanation. He was surprised, and he said that he never told 
Catalyst, and didn’t know Catalyst at all. After that phone call, Catalyst contacted me again and told me 
that they found out I had contacted the consultant, and accused me of trying to “cover my tracks”. I was 
very puzzled. I later found out that Maria or Gerard appeared to have a connection with someone who 
might be the owner of the consulting firm (ESCI.net). My guess is that the owner was reading the emails 
of the consultant and sharing that information with Catalyst, and it seems that Catalyst knew that they 
were getting private information about a private transaction. This seems inappropriate. 
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Catalyst asked me to handle post-processing after we had agreed on pricing, and 
after the key March 2013 meeting. It wasn’t part of the initial understanding, and 
it turns out that doing it at scale required a lot of careful work. It was a completely 
new workflow (which I had to make from scratch), and it’s completely normal for 
there to be some early stage hiccups. 
 
In this case, there was a quality control problem in 2013 where a QC person I 
hired was not doing a good job. As a result, a small percent of images were 
blurry; maybe 5% or less. After I confirmed this was the case, I immediately fired 
the QC staff person and changed the QC process so that I personally approved 
every image prior to delivery. That stopped the problem. I believe I offered to 
redeliver a fresh sets of images. I can’t remember if that happened or not, or 
perhaps happened for some of the image sets. 
 
Overall, I think that Maria would frequently change her expectations to suit 
whatever she needed at the time. As an example, there was also a production 
issue in either in 2014 or 2014 where Maria yelled at me for nearly an hour about 
some problem of low quality images. Maria said I was so focused on software 
that I wasn’t doing my primary job properly. 
 
After the yelling ended, and we actually looked at the problematic images, it was 
clear that the issue was that the helicopter was not close enough. I had often 
asked the pilot, Bob, to get closer, and he said he couldn’t. In one case, Maria 
had told me “I just need you to point and shoot”, but it was clear that Maria 
wanted to account for and be responsible for every factor that goes into a sharp 
image, including the decisions of her own pilot. 
 
Maria once complained about a delivery in 2014 that they said was months late, 
and she accused me of holding back images or “sabotage”, which was not the 
case.  
 
According to my records and memory, the “delayed delivery” was because a long 
power line (over 200 lattice towers) that was split into two days, and actually 
flown and photographed at least a few weeks apart. It made sense to do QC on 
the entire line, and I had to wait. It was a good decision, and the deliveries of 
other lines still happened at a pretty regular pace. Maria’s complaint, if you ask 
me, actually indicates that she didn’t really keep a close eye on how production 
worked. 
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Part of the confusion (if I remember correctly) was also caused by the fact that 
Catalyst’s pilot, Rob, was using my shared post-processing tracking records to 
plan his flights and enter information, but when he made some error with 
previous information and something got put in the wrong place. Because there 
were hundreds of pieces of information in that document that all looked the 
same, I didn’t catch the mistake until quite some time later. After that, I asked 
Catalyst to keep their own, separate set of records to avoid this situation. 
 
Maria also made general complaints about late deliveries. To address this 
deliveries, I put together a list of every delivery from 2014, with the date and the 
number of towers delivered, and threw it into a graph showing the dates. It was 
very consistent, at around 100 towers per week (since the linemen typically did 
about 20-25 per day): 
 

 
 
 
Side note: I presented this to Gerard and Maria in March 2017, when I wanted to 
talk about the false narratives that Maria was presented, and basically tell Gerard 
to wake up and realize that Maria was not a reliable source of information. 
Gerard was not interested in the discussion. 
 
Catalyst: “Catalyst had a terrible year in 2014, and that’s why Conrad didn’t get 
exclusivity.” 
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My response: 
 
In January 2015, Maria complained about how 2014 was a terrible year. I told her 
that I thought 2014 actually went more smoothly than 2013. Production numbers 
were higher, but with significantly fewer problems. 
 
In that Jan 2015 meeting, Maria’s assistant Rob agreed with me, and he said that 
2014 was “actually pretty good”. I think Maria really meant that 2014 was a 
terrible year she lost money, because she decided to underbid a contract with the 
Baltimore Gas and Electric company 
 
I think that email is a great example of how Maria depended on me, and made it 
sound like her management problems were my fault. 
 
Here’s an excerpt of her March 2014 email:  
 

 
 

Catalyst: Conrad greatly exaggerates his contributions. 
 
My response: 
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Maria has told that I was the most valuable member of the team, that my 
contributions and valuable and proprietary, and in one meeting, that my plans to 
save just a few seconds per tower would result in thousands of dollars in saved 
costs. 
 
Maybe Maria said things like that to everyone, but I can’t be faulted for thinking 
that I made clear contributions. Please see the section called “Maria’s promises 
and communication. 
 
Catalyst: Maria invented software. Conrad’s did not invent anything.  

 
My response: 
 
Catalyst said in our March 2017 meeting that I didn’t invent software, and that 
Maria did. 
 
I think the claim is pretty ridiculous. Maria doesn’t know what she is claiming 
regarding software inventorship. 
 
I invented software in 2013 and have pages of notes, wireframe and visual 
concept diagrams, emails, etc that are all have detailed, dated version history 
with Google docs (or dated using Gmail). It is my understanding that software 
inventorship disputes rely on detailed, dated notes, I would be shocked if Maria 
has any documentation that is even 15% as thorough as mine. 
 
Maria thinks that she invented software because she once took a list of possible 
questions and answers that her power line consultant had produced in a 
spreadsheet, and she organized it into a flow chart. The flow chart made it easier 
to see the order of the questions. I admit she made a nice flow chart, but I don’t 
see that as the same as software inventorship. The idea of having the software 
“interview” in a “Question #1 - > Answers 1A/1B/1C/1D” format was established 
way earlier. 
 
To be clear, the current Omadatech software appears to be a derivative of my 
work from 2013: 
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I say more about this in the section “Conrad’s contributions to the STVE 
project.” 
 
Catalyst: “Conrad padded his bills.” 
 
My response: 
 
I don’t think that this matters very much, but Catalyst complained about some 
expenses that were added to invoices for required hard drives and rental 
equipment for testing. Each hard drive, for example, was roughly $100. Some 
expensive rental equipment for testing was around $2000. In sum, over the 
course of the relationship, Catalyst may have reimbursedme approximately 
$5k-$7k in needed equipment. 
 
It’s my memory that these amounts were generally approved verbally ahead of 
time, and I tried to include receipts showing expenses. It’s entirely possible that I 
missed asking a few times, but I do not feel that I “padded” my bills.  
 
If you ask me, I think that Maria brings this up just to have something to complain 
about. 
 
It’s also important to note that Maria, at one point, was very happy to talk about 
paying for cold-weather equipment and specialized safety equipment, which can 
easily be a few thousand. 
 
I once paid around $6k to test a bunch of some cold-weather equipment in winter 
2014 (a single jacket, in one case, was probably $1000). Most of the items were 
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returned because I didn’t get much flying and testing time. In one case, had to 
pay perhaps a $300 restocking fee on a snowmobile suit that wasn’t used (no 
joke), Maria complained about being billed for that.  
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The mysterious NDA 
 

Ok. It seems like a large part of Catalyst’s argument is that you violated some 
“NDA” document, and they use that to justify ending the business relationship.  
 

Correct.  
 
I feel that this is a perfect example of Catalyst ignoring issues when it suits them, 
and then pretending that they matter. Catalyst failed to clarify this critical point, 
had every opportunity to do so, and kept making promises well after this issue 
came up and was unresolved.  
 

Ok. Please share with me absolutely everything you can on this topic. There is a 
very fair question of your credibility on this topic. I don’t mean to be rude, but it’s 
very convenient that your memory is so poor. 

 
I agree that this is very important. 
 
I want to be open to questions, skepticism and intense scrutiny regarding my 
position on the documents. 

 
Here is what I remember on the topic of NDAs: 
 

- A number of documents were discussed in 2013. It was so long ago, when trust 
was high, so I can’t give specific dates from actual memory. I must look them up 
to confirm. 

 
- I do remember signing one document and emailing it to Maria via email. That 

was a document called simply Confidentiality Agreement. It was two pages. A 
copy is below. My email account shows that happened in May 2013 (Without 
having it on email, I couldn’t give you a date) 

 
- To this day, the May 2013 document is the only signed document I can locate on 

email. I don’t think I received a copy with Maria’s signature. 
 

- I do remember another document being discussed. It had larger type and more 
pages; perhaps 5-8 pages. Having gone back on my email, where a draft had 
been sent around, this seemed to have been discussed around November 2013 
(again, without email, I couldn’t really tell you that date). 
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- The second document is called Confidentiality Agreement, Covenant Not to 

Compete, and Covenant Regarding Assignment of Copyright. I will use the 
acronym “CA/CNC/CRAC” to refer to this. 
 

- At one point, I do remember discussing CA/CNC/CRAC and talking with Maria 
about what it says. I do NOT remember signing it. It’s possible, but I don’t know. I 
can’t say with perfect confidence yes or no. 

 
- I did a search of emails from November 2013 to/from Catalyst. I don’t have a 

signed copy of the CA/CNC/CRAC document. 
 

- In the angry June 2014 meeting, Catalyst showed me a document that, from 
memory, I believe was (or was similar to) the CA/CNC/CRAC that I have from 
email. I remember it was NOT the May 2013 document, because it had more 
pages and had larger type. 

 
- In the June 2014 meeting, I told Gerard I did not agree that I signed the 

CA/CNC/CRAC that he was showing to me. Gerard was very angry. I told 
Gerard, “Will you please give me a signed document?” (or something similar). 
Gerard replied, “If you want your NDA, you will have to get it in court.” That 
seemed like an unreasonable position. He then printed a fresh copy of what he 
claims I signed, and he gave it to me, but I told him that I don’t think I signed it. 
Again, Gerard was very angry at this moment. 

 
- After the meeting, I wrote to Catalyst and their lawyer via certified mail in summer 

2014, requesting any and all documents they had. 
 

- Catalyst did not respond, and their lawyer did not respond until three years later 
(see below). 

 
- Catalyst always talks about the “NDA”, but I think their core interest is regarding 

“noncompete” issues versus “nondisclosure” issues. 
 

- The May 2013 had a clause that seems to be the opposite of a noncompete 
clause. The clause was called “independent development”. 
 
8.0 Independent Development: Each Party understands that the other may currently, or in the future, be 
developing information internally or receiving information from other parties that may be similar to that 
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received from the other. Accordingly, nothing in this Agreement will be construed as a representation or 
inference that either Party will not develop, communicate, and/or use technology, information, and/or 
products developed for it that, without violation of this Agreement, compete with, or are the same, or similar, 
to the technology, information, and/or products contemplated by the other’s Confidential Information. 
 
The May 2013 Confidentiality Agreement is below, and the “independent 
development” is clause #8, on the top of the second page. 
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Let’s back up. Why did you send certified mail to Catalyst in summer 2014, after 
the angry meeting? 
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Because I was confused and facing a very angry, litigious client who bragged 

about how much money their investor had to bury me. I wanted to clear up the issue 
immediately. 

 
Here are the certified mail stamps from the letter. They are a bit smuged, but 
they say July 2, 2014. 
 
 

 
 
Here is the letter: 
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Did you get a reply or any response? 

 
Technically yes.  
 
Catalyst never replied, but the lawyer replied nearly three years later. 
 

Three years? 
 

Yes. In June 2017, Maria forwarded me a PDF document on via email. It 
appeared to be an unsigned letter from Sander Friedman dated April 12. It was sent to 
an old address that he should have known did not work. I never got any hard copy or a 
signed copy. 
 

His letter referenced a 2013 document and suggested that my independent 
activity was “tortious interference”. 
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Were there any attachments to the letter? 
 

No. Sander still has not provided me with any signed document or any document 
at all. 
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Anything else about this topic you should say? 
 

Yes. I want to speak about my intent in the June 2014 meeting. 
 
Catalyst’s argument is that in June 2014, I was asking for documents because I 
wanted to “get out” or “wiggle out” or “work around” those documents. This is not 
correct. 
 
In June 2014, my intent was not to get out of anything. I was simply told by 
lawyer friends that I needed to get whatever written documents existed about the 
relationship, so that I could be properly advised after Gerard had, in spring 2014, 
threatened a lawsuit in connection to a pricing dispute.  
 
Walking into the June 2014 meeting, I wasn’t trying to “wiggle out” of anything. 
My interest was to “get the documents”, and I think that was totally reasonable. 
After all, the business relationship was breaking down. I didn’t know who was 
really in charge, and I was facing a litigious, hot-headed investor (Gerard) and 
who said, “we will bring lawyers so fast, your head will spin”. Maria, I believe, had 
talked earlier about how they had investor backing by the owner of the Arizona 
Iced Tea company. I felt overwhelmed and outgunned. 
 

Right. Maria perspective is that you were a bad actor in June 2014. Is that true? 
When did you start independent work? 

 
Not at all. I started my independent work after the June 2014 meeting and 
because of Catalyst’s conduct in that meeting. 
 
By June 2014, Catalyst’s had repeated twice that there was “no exclusivity” and 
Maria had backtracked on her “equity/exit” commitment. Catalyst also failed to 
reply to my July 2014 letter regarding any documents. 
 

Ok. So you are saying that you did independent work after June 2014, and you 
feel that was completely reasonable? 

 
Correct. I gave Maria multiple chances. Even after she called me and offered a 
profuse apology in fall 2014, I was very willing to give up my independent work. 
 
Again, after January 2015, I was still ready to give up all independent work the 
moment Maria’s exclusivity commitment was in writing. 
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Of course, one month later, when Maria backtracked in February 2015 and 
announced “no exclusivity”, I took a hard look at how I had been fooled, and my 
independent work started up again. 
 
At some point in the business relationship, if a client keeps saying “no, no, no”, 
you need to face the facts and move on. 
 
There’s a difference between being trustworthy or a bit optimistic, and completely 
stupid. 
 

What else about the NDA do you want to say? 
 
My overall position is that the entire NDA issue, if you ask me, is a classic case 
of how Catalyst and Maria behave: they ignore something when they want, and 
later on, have unreasonable expectations. 
 
I do not understand how anyone can ask me to follow a document that they know 
I do not have, and they know I asked them for, and they fail to provide. 
 
It’s important to note that even today, in August 2019, I still do not have any 
signed documents from Catalyst. 
 
I also want to say that despite not having any document, I believe I am not 
competing with Catalyst, then or now. 
 
I have never sold to or even solicited (tried to sell) to Catalyst’s customers. 
 
Finally, even if some November 2013 document shows up, it’s not clear to me if it 
even matters any longer. After all, the first business relationship ended summer 
2014, when I fired Catalyst. Catalyst has not put any NDA in front of me to sign 
since, and it’s not my job to look out for my client’s interests when my own 
interests are under threat. 
 
In January 2015, Maria made the choice to start a new relationship, and at that 
time, my request for documents was still on the table, but Maria did not bring any 
NDA/noncompete to the table. 
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In my mind, any NDA/noncompete prior to January is part of the old relationship, 
and not relevant for any discussion about the new relationship that started in 
January 2015.. 
 

After January 2015, did Maria have you sign any kind of 
confidentiality/non-compete or similar document? 
 

No. 
 

Why didn’t you insist on getting something about the NDA in the January 2015 
meeting? 

 
At that time, I had enough to worry about. My priority was to get Maria’s promises 
affirmed and on paper and put the Maria/Gerard question to rest. I didn’t have 
any mental space to think about some NDA until Maria’s promises were on paper 
and my position in the relatioship was secure.  
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Maria’s promises and communication 

 
Tell me again, what is this “exclusivity agreement”? What are the other promises 
that you claim Maria made? 
 

The “exclusivity” agreement is Maria’s promise was that in exchange for my 
participation as a consultant to Catalyst, Catalyst would hire all of the 
photography work for the STVE project through my company on an ongoing, 
future basis. My company would be the exclusive provider to Catalyst. 
 
Maria had a big vision. I remember in a meeting saying, “So, I help you, and I get 
to take pictures of the Philadelphia power towers?” 
 
And she said, “No, Conrad, not just Philly! I want Chicago, California, even 
Canada and New Zealand. This is a huge day for you. You can have multiple 
photographers all working for your company. Someday you will thank me. You 
should start a new LLC specifically for this project”. 

 
I was thrilled. 
 
The other way of stating this is that Maria promised me that she wouldn’t hire 
Jordan Marsh directly, which is exactly what she did in 2017 onward. More on 
that later. 
 

What else did Maria promise?  
 

Maria also said that Catalyst would provide coverage for my equipment under 
“section 135”. Maria only told me this once, and I trusted her and never asked for 
it on paper. This promise was never on tape, and I realize it’s not much of a 
winner. 
 
Maria and her consultant, Alonzo, also said that my business was going to 
receive royalties or user fees associated with Omadatech. This was discussed on 
tape in a September 2015 meeting. 
 
Maria offered the possibility of an “equity/exit/bundling” deal. She said there was 
a possibility for the two companies to be put together and sold as a turn key 
business to a third party. The name “Hogland” was mentioned in the meeting. It 
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turns out that is referring to Bill Haughland’s company, Haughland Construction. 
This promise was first introduced in March 2013, and then Maria discussed it on 
tape in December 2015. 
 
Just as a side note, Maria made others promises or statements that don’t matter 
as much. She once talked about doing pipeline work together, and wanted me to 
prepare a video rig with a super stable platform. I did some research, but nothing 
came out of this. No big deal. The only things that mattered to me were Maria’s 
exclusivity, and exit/equity promises. 
 

Did you get her promises in writing? Why did you trust her? 
 

About a month after the March 2013 meeting, I emailed Maria regarding some 
early production, and I mentioned the exclusivity agreement. She didn’t reply.

 
 
When it came up, Maria reassured me. She as friendly, full of charisma and 
energy and passion, and completely trustworthy, and completely persuasive. 

 
So, Conrad, a key issue here is that you claim that Maria’s communication style 
lead you to trust her. 
 

Correct. She earned my trust, over and over. She was super positive about 
everything. She seemed to be an amazing client, and paperwork was - for a long 
time - not concern to me. 
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It’s important to know that as a gigging photographer, I earn a living by working 
on multiple, small and medium projects each year. I work with perhaps 20-35 
clients a year, but no client has ever spoken about exclusivity. 
 
Back in spring 2013, my mind was focused on this opportunity to build and own a 
business that could scale up and have a stand-alone sale value. That was huge 
to me. I was NOT focused about risk management at this point. Maria seemed 
like a perfect business partner. 
 
If I’m guilty of anything, it’s that I believed Maria and I extended to her my trust 
and goodwill, over and over. 
 

A key issue here is also your claim that you clearly produced value for Catalyst’s 
STVE project on the basis of Maria’s exclusivity claims. 
 

Yes, my claim is that Maria made promises and Catalyst received a lot of value 
because I relied on Maria’s promises. It wasn’t that Maria made promises, and I 
sat on the couch watching Netflix for months and months. 

 
Presuming Maria did make some promises to you, what exactly is your evidence 
that your services were valuable for Catalyst? 
 

I also many of emails, PDF documents, recorded meetings and notes from phone 
calls where it is clear that Maria is relying on me and had expectations of me to 
help, both in an operational (flight and capture) capacity and doing work with 
Dylan on software.  
 
In my book, a pattern of expectation or reliance suggests value. 
 
I also have records of Maria texting very powerful statements: 
 
“Conrad, honestly, you are one of the very best things that ever happened to the 
company.” 
 
And: 
 
“Do you remember when we talked about and I tried to tell you about making 
yourself invaluable? It was when you mentioned being so good at your job 
making things efficient, you would make yourself obsolete. You made yourself 
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invaluable. We wouldn’t/couldn’t make a move without you. You really are part of 
the family.” 

 
That same evidence shows Maria’s reassuring style about the relationship in 
general, and makes her seem like a very trustworthy person. Here is an example: 
 
“Whatever sacrifices are being made now will seem like a small price to pay in 
the end” 
 
And:  
 
“Someday, we can look back at this crazy time, and be proud of how far we 
came.” 
 
Here are some examples of text messages. Please note that this is from Google 
voice #215-821-7161, which I use for work. It allows me to quickly communicate 
in the office from my computer. My icon is the red and orange “mask” (it’s a silly 
cartoon joke from college). 
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Jordan Marsh’s noncompete 
 
Tell me about Jordan Marsh and your company’s relationship with him. 
 

Jordan Marsh is a commercial photographer based outside of Baltimore. 
 
I brought him onto the project when Maria asked me to have a backup 
photographer ready. Although I was doing all of the helicopter photography, it 
made sense to have backup ready. We were working in the Baltimore area at the 
time I needed to train someone, and that’s why I didn’t hire someone from Philly. 
 
Because Jordan was based near Baltimore, he started to shoot more and more 
Baltimore power towers. After it became clear that Jordan liked the work and was 
doing a good job, he asked to also shoot Philadelphia territory, and then I 
became the backup to him. 
 

Did you express to Jordan that you had a noncompete expectation with him? 
 

Yes, from early contact, Jordan knew his relationship between Catalyst was 
always through my company. I can’t tell you if I first mentioned it on the phone, or 
in person, but he knew. 
 
Jordan and I formalized this noncompete in a written agreement in summer 2014. 
I was pretty open with him that Catalyst had been acting weird in the June 2014 
meeting. 

 
Was the signed noncompete different from some verbal understanding? 
 

No. The written noncompete was just formalizing what we had talked about in 
person. 

 
What costs did Jordan pay for his work 
 

Nothing that was not reimbursed. The work was pure profit for his skills. I told 
him, up front, that my company had very high expectations, and would pay 
accordingly. If he didn’t measure up, the work would end. 

 
How was he reimbursed? 
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My company paid him for his time (a base hourly compensation in the helicopter 
+ per unit compensation), plus his travel and tolls, plus an occasional hotel room. 
 
My company also supplied roughly $20k of equipment for him to do his job (with 
proper backups). 
 
With zero personal equipment at stake. Jordan probably averaged over $125 an 
hour in the helicopter of pure profit on a weekday job, probably 30-45 days a 
year. It’s not lawyer money, but this is fairly uncommon in the photography world. 
Most photographers may earn over $100 per hour for events, but have hours of 
editing and post-processing. 
 
If I remember correctly, Jordan sometimes had to download photos onto hard 
drives at his house, and occasionally FedEx me a hard drive, but he didn’t edit 
any images. I believe he was even paid another $20 per day to do this 
administrative work. 
 
In fact, for at least a few months, my company paid Jordan for each month’s work 
ahead of time. This is unprecedented. 
 
To provide a point of comparison: it is my understanding that this basically on 
pair with linemen, who climb power poles and do energized repairs, and it takes 
them a fair number of years before they are able to earn $125 an hour, which is 
what Jordan earned pretty quickly. 
 

Do you have some proof or photos of Jordan’s direct work with Catalyst, in 2017 
onward? 
 

Yes. As a side note: I don’t think Jordan or Catalyst would dispute that they are 
working together. 

 
Here are some from 2017, 2018 and 2019, from me photographing them in my 
neighborhood, from a Flickr user and a Baltimore TV news report: 
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Do you have Jordan’s signed noncompete from the summer of 2014? 
 

Yes. It is below.  
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Did you pay Jordan compensation as consideration for his noncompete? 
 

Yes. $100. 
 
Did Maria know about Jordan’s noncompete prior to March 2017? 

 
Yes. Maria mentioned it in December 2015. She said she had no problem with 
Jordan’s noncompete. The recording is here. Sorry that the quality isn’t as clear, 
but Maria’s statement seems understandable: 
 
https://soundcloud.com/catalystlitigation/dec-7-2015-maria-knows-about-jordans-
noncompete 

 
How much was Catalyst paying your business in 2016 for services on STVE? 
 

About $70k a year. 
 

What was your last contact with Jordan? 
 

Around January 2017, Jordan emailed with some questions about the 
noncompete. Jordan seemed to not understand it. I tried to answer his questions 
via email and give examples. We then had a phone call where I tried to explain 
more. I told him specifically that he cannot have a direct work relationship with 
Catalyst. 
 
He said he depended on the work with Catalyst. He said he wanted to “walk 
away”. I was confused about what “walk away” meant and I told him he was 
always welcome to get back in touch. 
 
He never told me say he was going to go work with Catalyst directly. My sense is 
that he knew exactly what he was going to do. 

 
Do you have any thoughts about whether Catalyst was involved in Jordan’s “walk 
away” announcement? 
 

I have no proof, but my guess is that Catalyst was absolutely planning this with 
Jordan. After all, Catalyst didn’t know how to train Jordan as well as I had trained 
him, and Maria would want Jordan since he was “in the family”. 
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Do you feel bad for Jordan? 
 

Yes and no. 
 
Jordan is a nice guy and he worked hard. He was never interested in any drama. 
In that sense, I’m sorry that this happened. 
 
On the other hand, I feel that I told him clearly that the work was never a 
guarantee, and it would always be through my company, or not at all. 
 
If Jordan “depended” on the work, and he didn’t work on developing his wedding 
and other commercial work, that was his choice. Very, very few commercial 
photographers have the opportunity for a regular weekday gig with a large 
number of shooting days per year. I think that some part of him relaxed and said, 
“the work will always be mine”, and when that was not the case, he decided to 
break his promise to me. 

 
Since Jordan worked with Catalyst in starting in 2017, how much revenue did you 
earn from Catalyst? 
 

Zero. 
 

Do you know how much Catalyst is paying Jordan for his services? 
 

No. I would be curious to know this. I would imagine that Catalyst saved money 
by hiring Jordan directly.  
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Conrad’s contributions to the STVE project 
 

Let’s back up again. What exactly did you do for Catalyst? 
 
I provided Catalyst with a significant amount of consulting regarding process 
improvement, as well as trade secrets and proprietary workflow that I developed. 
My contributions also involved inventing software and managing its development 
with 3rd party developers. 
 
I also provided a number of related services (troubleshooting their day-to-day 
problems, consulting with outside vendors, providing them with camera and 
computer equipment for no charge). 
 

Let’s assume Maria’s statements about your being high value are just the way 
she works. Can you give specific, detailed examples of what you did for Catalyst? 
 

Sure. Here’s the story of how I saved Maria $10,000 with a single decision: 
 
I looked into Maria’s relationship with NetXposure, a cloud services vendor that 
was offering Maria an upgrade for a web-based browser that Catalyst really didn’t 
need. Maria couldn’t really see that this wasn’t the right step forward for the 
project at the time, and I cancelled the upgrade.  
 
That single decision of mine - for which I was not compensated - saved Maria 
from paying the vendor $10,000 for the upgrade. 

 
Whoops. You said ten thousand dollars. I think you got that wrong. Maybe you 
meant one thousand? Or one hundred? 
 

Nope. It was $10,000, and I double-checked my memory by calling the company 
in summer 2019, and the same client contact confirmed for me price is still $10,000. 
 
Ok. What else did you do? 
 

Here’s a much larger contribution: 
 

When I started working with Catalyst, they would take 3-4 minutes to capture 
each power tower, and it involved four people in the helicopter (a pilot, an 
observer from the utility, a photographer, and a computer worker).  
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In the helicopter world slow and heavy which means expensive and high risk. On 
top of that, the quality of the images was also not very high, their process (what I 
call “workflow”) had a lot of opportunity for errors. 
 
I spent a lot of time trying to figure out how to do things faster, with better 
organization and better quality/results.  
 
I designed and trained Catalyst in a new workflow that eliminated the need for an 
observer and a computer worker to be in the helicopter doing live editing and 
“tagging” of images as they are captured. This reduced the weight of the 
helicopter, which made flying easier and safer. 
 
The new workflow and additional equipment that I provided - entirely at my 
expense - also sped up the capture process and improved the quality of the 
resulting images. 

 
With my workflow, Catalyst is now able to capture each tower in range of 60-90 
seconds (depending on some factors in the field), instead of 3-4 minutes. 
 
In addition, the improved workflow captures more images, so comparing directly 
the two times (3-4 minutes and 60-90 seconds) somewhat understates the 
productivity gains with the new workflow. 

 
Considering the thousands of towers captured under the new workflow, I saved 
Catalyst a significant amount in flight costs and made their operation safer and 
leaner.  
 
Did Maria ever put a dollar value on how much money would be saved for a 
given amount of flight time saved? 
 
Yes. It wasn’t precise, but Maria once stated that about seven seconds per tower 
would reduce costs by thousands. Overall, I think I saved much, much more than 
seven seconds. 
 

Fine. What else? 
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I lead the process of software creation by interviewing one developer team 
Catalyst already knew, and bringing on two other options (a local developer, 
Dylan Valentine and a company called PromptWorks, whose owner I knew). 
 
I did some very early MVP “story-boarding” using PivotalTracker with 
PromptWorks and have screenshots to show. PW they came back to Catalyst 
with a minimum price tag in the low hundreds of thousands of dollars, I believe, 
and Catalyst ended up selected Dylan to work with. 
 
Please note that I do not claim that I authored the software. I use the terms 
“invent” and “author” in what I believe is a fairly standardized, legal sense. Dylan 
Valentine authored from my notes and our meetings in late 2013. 
 

Can you show just one document from this time? 
 

Sure. Here was a single concept document that I worked on in late 2013 and I 
sent to Dylan in December 2013, and also share with Maria. It includes ideas for image 
organization and ingestion, analysis and report generation. Just a heads up, it’s about a 
dozen pages. 
 
That’s fine. 
 

Here you go: 
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And you claim that you invented the software, and Dylan authored it? 
 
Yes. Dylan says he worked exclusively from my notes and our meetings 
together. I have two letters from Dylan on this topic: 
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Ok. What else?  
 

Separate from working on software with Dylan, I also did some brainstorming in 
early 2014 about a suite of other ideas. I have a number of pages of brainstorm 
that look like this: 

 
 
 

Ok. What else? 
 

I hired a developer to write a small utility to help with the process of writing 
ordered metadata. Catalyst never saw it, and I only mention to point out that the 
software inventorship I did with Catalyst is NOT the only piece of software I 
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invented (and I have invented other small bits of software in my life, including 
projects where I learned the basics of a language or language environment 
specifically to make what I wanted to make). 
 
It’s important to note here that I do not claim that my software was brilliant or 
necessarily unique. My claim is that Catalyst did not invent it, and I worked on it 
only because of Catalyst’s promises, and Catalyst benefited from it, and appears 
to be selling it or a close derivative. 
 

Didn’t Catalyst bring you a “special idea” that you are now claiming as your own? 
 

No. Catalyst’s idea is common in the power industry. “Let’s take pictures of 
everything” is a common idea. I don’t think the idea belongs to Catalyst. 
 
While the concept is well known in the industry, the true value lies in executing 
that idea. It’s essentially a workflow and data design problem behind that idea. 
Catalyst relied on me to improve on what they had. 
 

What do you mean, “workflow”? 
 
I mean that taking pictures, managing pictures, looking at pictures and keeping 
track of it was all part of a system. Most people think that the job was just taking 
pictures.  
 

No offense, Aren’t you just trying to exaggerate how difficult the job was, and 
make it sound like you were a superstar? 

 
No. I don’t think it’s an exaggeration to say that many photographers would fail at 
managing the scale of this project. 
 
First, the STVE project had some pretty unusual parameters:  
 

-shooting up to 10,000 to 12,000 images per day 
- in a noisy helicopter, with a jet engine running a few feet away 
- above energized power lines that can kill you 
- holding heavy equipment for six hours a day 
- being able to “read” power towers that literally all look the same to a 
casual observer 
- with a high amount of sharpness 
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- requiring fairly close communication with the pilot 
- all while having a stopwatch running 

 
The job also required a lot of workflow. Here is what I mean: 
 

- Managing multiple cameras and sets of memory cards 
- managing multiple days on multiple hard drives 
- backing things up properly 
- compressing and organizing images 
- selecting the best images 
- applying metadata labels 
- final quality control 
- managing deliveries 
- Tracking on a map what lines had been shot 
- keeping track of everything listed above 

 
It’s dangerous work, and while it’s easy to shoot one sharp image, that’s just a 
small part of the challenge. The entire challenge is to shoot and manage a few 
hundred thousand images and making sure it is done properly. It’s less about 
photos and more about a system. 
 
Here’s an example of something I did for Catalyst. They needed to have a 
standard way to track each day of flying. 
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Did you ever charge Catalyst for your services? 

 
For consulting? No. 
 
For production photography? Yes.  
 

Let’s be clear: why didn’t you ever charge Catalyst for your consulting services? 
It’s probably because you weren’t really doing anything value. 
 

No. 
 
The whole point of Maria’s exclusivity commitment meant that I invested the time 
and took the risk on the STVE project by consulting for free, and Catalyst would 
hire all of the photography work through my company. 
 
It was Maria’s idea for me to consult for no charge, and it says nothing about the 
value of my contributions. 

 
Do you have an example of how Catalyst did their analysis before you were 
involved? 

 
Sure. This is a scan of an actual analysis report from an early production (I 
believe summer 2013). 
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Each power tower had a single line in this hand-written report. 
 
Catalyst would have staff review images by navigating folders and handwriting 
their notes. 
 

And you said that this isn’t a good way? 
 
This was a very poor way of handling everything. There is an opportunity for error 
everywhere: duplicating images, missing others, duplicating entire towers, little 
space to write comments, and potential for confusion over what exactly is wrong 
in an image and for filenames to be written in error. 

 
What is Catalyst offering now? 

 
Here is a screenshot from their Omadatech.net website. There is a demo video 
showing the software they are using. 
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Are you saying that your contributions are the link between the pen-and-paper 
system and the software? 

 
Correct. 
 
I think that my early notes, wireframes and screenshots of the development 
process are a reasonable match for the Omadatech screenshots, and just as 
importantly, Catalyst does NOT have detailed, early notes to support their 
software claim. 
 
In my opinion, either I am claiming Catalyst’s software ideas, or vice versa, and I 
think the documents make it clear which is the case. 
 

And is Maria claiming she invented the software? 
 
Yes, and Gerard says the same thing. 
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Did you ever talk to Maria about the software and your claims to inventorship? 
 

Yes, quite a long time ago I talked to Maria about inventorship, authorship and 
just “feature requests”, she looked at me like I was speaking a foreign language. 
I don’t remember when this was (perhaps spring 2014, as things were getting a 
bit tense?). 
 
More recently, in March 2017, Maria claimed she invented software. 
 

Did you verbally tell Catalyst they had any right or transfer to your software or 
your IP? 

 
Well, I think there was always an understanding that I was making this software 
for Catalyst to use as part of the exclusivity understanding. 

 
Did they ever ask to sign a document that deals with IP/software? 

 
Not that I remember. 
 

Did Catalyst's make proprietary/IP contributions to the project, or contributions to 
the software? 

 
I don’t think so. To the contrary, Catalyst’s requests or contributions, in my 
opinion, were not needed: 
 

- Trying to hover exactly over a tower to get a GPS address 
- Adding “break” shots in between phases (increasing the likelihood that the 

photographer would get back on an incorrect track) 
 
How savvy is Catalyst in terms of computers and technology? Could they make a 
reasonable claim of software inventorship based on the fact that they are ? 

 
Maria/Catalyst is not particular savvy with technology. In fact, their own 
technology consultant, John Pickens, had to do some consulting with me 
regarding how to solve a filename issue that they had not handled properly. 

 
Some examples follow. Some of these are from phone calls and I can’t prove it: 
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- Maria once asked me if the color of a button in the software could be changed 
and put it in a corner. She also me to demonstrate how to copy files from a 
memory card to a computer. 
 
- Maria once took a spreadsheet of questions and Imade a simple flowchart using 
colored pencils and InDesign to show how the questions in the inspection 
process would be ordered. After consulting with her team, Maria wanted to make 
a few changes while I was on vacation. I offered to make the changes, but her 
concern as finding software she could use that make have lines with an arrow 
point at the end. 

 
- Catalyst once asked me to advise them on a backup strategies. They had a 
hard time understanding why “the cloud” wasn’t a good backup strategy. I had to 
explain to them that the 200-250 gigs of data captured each day was actually a 
huge amount of information, and it wasn’t practical to do raw daily backups in the 
cloud, given the speed of their internet connection. A safer strategy was to copy it 
to another hard drive, and then physically separate the hard drives. 
 
- After production began, and the software was being used for many hours at a 
time, it often quit at a consistent number of units of work due to a memory 
management problem. I had never tested for memory management (it simply 
wasn’t worth my time to test for hours, which would be required to trigger the 
memory problem). Maria thought the project had suffered a serious set back, and 
I had to explain memory management to her, and explain that it just took a bit of 
work in the software code to “clean house” and manage RAM properly. 
 
- The workflow I designed requires a lot of computer power (which is relatively 
cheap) for file compression in order to save editor time (which is expensive). I 
had to explain to Maria that spending a lot of money on a powerful computer is a 
much better investment than paying editors as they wait for a slow computer. 
Unfortunately, Maria went ahead and purchased some low power, 
consumer-level computers at Best Buy. Why? Because the salesperson 
convinced her that they were good, and that having a touch screen would help. 
Unfortunately, the touch screen was not a help - the software requires using 
relatively small buttons, and using fingers wouldn’t help. 

 
So, is your main complaint with Catalyst related to software? 
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Not at all. The software is just a side issue, if you ask me. I feel that the 
discussion of software shows that Catalyst continues to make claims that they 
can’t really back up. 

 
Do you claim that the software Catalyst is using now is exactly the software you 
invented? 

 
No. The software seems to be a close match from the early screenshots from 
development, so I imagine that the developer looked at my software as a starting 
point, and it would be reasonable to say that one is a derivative of the other. 
 

Not to be rude, but let’s back up. Why do you think your work was so special, 
Conrad? Wouldn’t Catalyst say your contributions were obvious and common 
sense? 

 
My claim is not that my consulting work was brilliant rocket science. 
 
My claim is not my work couldn’t have been done by someone else. 
 
It is completely possible that another consultant or photographer, given enough 
time, could have figured out these improvements and efficiencies. 
 
However, Catalyst would have had to pay any other consultant. Catalyst received 
my services for free. 
 
I think that my ideas were clearly non-obvious, and not common sense to 
Catalyst, simply because if they were common sense, Catalyst would have 
arrived at them, and continuously improved upon these ideas, before my 
involvement. 
 

Conrad, I feel like the software matters less as a point of conflict itself, but it 
might help reinforce the rest of your story that you were the operations and 
technology person, and Maria just kept taking things and claiming them as her 
own. To help provide some context, can you show that developed other ideas, 
either just brainstorming or actually doing some successfully?  
 

Sure.  
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I was able to develop some more to a point of prototype or proof-of-concept, and 
brainstormed even more. Here’s a list: 

 
 

○ Managing development of software to count towers and write tower 
numbers manually 
 

○ Software to view two angles of the same component at the same time 
 

○ Having multiple photographers shooting at the same time, pointed at 
different structures, and a method to match to the right structure after 
capture 
 

○ Strapping three more cameras to a brace of some sort with precisely 
measured angles, so that multiple cameras would shoot on the same 
plane but with an offset axis (perhaps +/- 20 degrees,) so that images 
could be shot quickly via the central camera, and then stitched, OR a wide 
and tight shot could be generated with a single press, for ultra-fast capture 

 
○ Using color patterns for visual quality control 

 
○ Catching non-ABC metadata errors through the use of prime numbers 

 
○ Catching non-ABC image sequence errors using a Harris feature detection 

method in MATLAB 
 

○ Using the camera as a log device to capture missing waypoint data 
 

○ Using the camera as a log device to mark the boundaries of a particular 
group of images 
 

○ Using an image renaming formula so that any number of images can be 
renamed in a single folder without any name conflicts (which happened 
when Catalyst was handling files on their own) 

 
○ Using multiple digital compasses and a small controller to get reliable, 

motion- and tilt-resistant, fast update heading information (doing this 
typically requires buying an expensive “targeting” compass device with a 
separate IMU, because most digital compasses are not tilt resistant). 
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○ Using line detection and sun charts with GPS information to determine the 

heading of a particular image. 
 

○ Using basic convolusional neural network to categorize photos of power 
structures (for instance, a wide shot versus a close up of a foundation) 
 

Do you have documentation of these ideas? 
 

Yes. They are a bit scattered; some on dated physical notes, some in digital 
form. 
 
No offense, but some of this sounds sort of ... bullshitty. How do I know this list 
isn’t just some common sense dressed up in fancy, “technical photographer” 
language? 
 

Some of it might be common sense-ish, but some definitely isn’t, and it’s not 
made up. I can absolutely write a separate document with a long explanation 
regarding, “Catching non-ABC image sequence errors using a Harris feature 
detection method in MATLAB”. It’s a real thing, and I’m sort of proud of getting it 
to a very easy proof of concept. The software does something that feels sort of 
human. 
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End goals, claims and financials 
 

What outcome do you want to this situation? 
 
I want compensation from Catalyst in the amount that they would have had to 
pay if they kept Maria’s four promises. 
 

- Regarding Maria’s exclusivity commitment: compensation for 
revenue that was promised and that my business did not receive, 
starting in 2017 and continuing for whatever reasonable economic 
life the STV project has 
 

- Regarding equity/exit promises: some amount connection to the 
sale of either Catalyst/Omadatech 
 

- Regarding Maria’s software promises: compensation for licensing 
fees that Catalyst said they would provide for Omadatech sales 
 

- Regarding Maria’s insurance promises: compensation for 
equipment lost in the 2016 crash (around $23k) 

 
I also want to make Catalyst promise to have a “time out” with Jordan for a 
certain amount of time, so that the period of his noncompetition is the full five 
years that he agreed to. I think that this could be used as a bargaining chip. I 
believe that Maria will want Jordan to keep working for her, since he is in the 
“family”. 

 
I am also looking for assurance from Catalyst that they will produce whatever 
document they say they have against me, or withdraw their claim that I am 
violating something and promise to not interfere with my independent work, as 
they have threatened to do. It’s not fair for this to be hanging “over my head” for 
years and years. 
 
I would also like Gerard to admit what he did regarding his comments about 
Homeland Security and state that he will not take any action to endanger my 
immigration status (even though, I’m fairly sure, I did absolutely nothing wrong, 
even the idea of some kind of phone call to the government is not a welcome 
idea). 
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You know that you are probably out of luck regarding the insurance promises, 
since you have no proof? 
 

Correct. I can’t prove it. I think that it’s interesting, however, that Maria says in 
the March 2017 meeting that she thought my equipment was covered. 
 

Why didn’t you just file against Catalyst in 2017? 
 

Well, I thought that Catalyst would have responded to my certified mail. 
 
I hoped they would either admit that some of my claims were true or respond with 
an outright denial, so that I could have further evidence in court that they were 
lying in meetings and on paper. 
 
I wanted to “line up” a strong win by making sure that the court sees that my case 
is not only strong on the merits (I’m telling the truth), but on the process (I gave 
Catalyst a fair chance to deal with this before court). 
 

Why are you talking to other attorneys? Why not just keep working with Stephan 
Matanovic? 
 

I haven’t made a final decision, and I’m looking for options at this point. Stephan 
is a nice guy, but I’m not sure it’s the right match. If this is going to proceed to 
court and I want to work with someone else, now is much better than later.  

 
I can say more in private. I just like Stephan personally and don’t want to put 
anything in writing that might be negative. 
 

If your claims are so obvious, why has Gerard been ignoring you? 
 

Because Gerard is dealing with a situation where truly doesn’t know who or what 
to believe. 
 
After all, Gerard was never in meetings where Maria made promises. Gerard has 
very little idea of what contributions I made to the STVE project. 
 
I think that Gerard is fundamentally honest, and he’s not sure how reliable 
Maria’s denials are. 
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Why do you think Catalyst would settle quickly? 
 

I think that if Gerard is facing a court date and listens to the recordings, he will 
see that my claims have merit and are worth a fair bit of compensation. 
 
I think that Gerard will also know that Maria will need to be deposed, and she will 
do very poorly.  Even if she doesn’t perjure herself outright, I think she will not 
handle any pressure very well, and she will cry a lot. I think it will be very easy to 
show that Maria is not a consistent or reliable speaker, and faced with the 
evidence, Gerard will see that. 
 

Do you afraid of being deposed or having recordings played in a room? 
 
No, I would actually be happy to get this on the record and move on. As I have 
said, I think that the record is truly in my favor. The recordings show me being 
confused but patient. It shows Maria promising things, then yelling at me, making 
more promises, denying promises, etc, etc. 
 
I think that Maria will find it very difficult to justify her company’s position once 
she hears the recordings. I think she will be embarrassed. I would be 
embarrassed if I were her. 
 
If I thought that the record was NOT in my favor, I wouldn’t be interested in 
pursuing this. 
 

How is Catalyst’s financial situation, or that of Gerard or Maria? 
 
I think that Gerard is doing quite well financially. 
 
It’s my sense that he has been successful as the other of other businesses, 
including having a major role at Helilynx, at least until summer 2019, when the 
website changed (http://www.helilynx.com and 
http://www.helicoptereshelilynx.com/notre-equipe/). 
 
In fact, in one meeting, Maria talked about how her consultant, Alonzo, was 
actually brought on the project as a sales person because Alonzo had previously 
talked Gerard into a $200,000 investment in an oil well. 
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Wait, what? Two hunded thousand? You made a typo. 
 
No. Maria told me on tape that her sales consultant, Alonzo, had convinced 
Gerard to invest two hundred thousand dollars in an oil well. 
 
I don’t know anyone who is liquid $200k. Of course, Maria has shown that she is 
sometimes not great with details, but if what Maria said is true, I’m guessing that 
Gerard is doing just fine. 
 

What about Maria’s financial situation? 
 
It’s unclear. In a 2015 meeting, Maria nearly cried when she talked about her 
financial difficulties, an additional mortgage on her house, and concerns about 
her daughter’s college costs. 
 
On the other hand, Catalyst once had some financial planning paperwork on a 
desk. After a meeting there, I was clearing up my own papers, and I happened to 
notice a document with a number at the bottom that seemed to indicate that 
Gerard and Maria had forecast a $250,000 salary for Maria in a business plan. I 
could be wrong about that, of course. 
 

Is there a substantial amount of money involved in Catalyst’s work? 
 
Yes. I believe the gross value of the PECO and BGE company contracts alone 
are generating a total of about $1 million per year (roughly $250 a tower x 
roughly 5000 towers). Catalyst may have or be seeking contracts with multiple 
power companies over multiple years. 
 

Roughly speaking, what’s the value of your claim? 
 
It depends on a few numbers that aren’t clear: 
 
- what’s the reasonable economic life of the STVE project? 
 

- What’s the sale value of Catalyst? 
 

- What are current and future Omadatech software sales? 
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An extraordinarily optimistic calculation for the revenue that would be 
associated from all of Catalyst’s promises being kept into the future would be 
over $5 million. 
 
A more realistic number might be $1 million. 
 
Here’s an example using the exclusivity agreement alone: in 2016, Catalyst was 
generating roughly $70,000 revenue to my company per year (out of which 
Jordan was paid, equipment was paid, hotels, tolls, etc.).  
 
A back-of-napkin calculation would suggest that ten years of revenue under the 
exclusivity agreement alone could be seen as worth $700,000. 
 

Um, no offense, but can you show how you got to the $5+ million figure? 
 
Sure. I looked at each category of promise that Maria made, and then used very 
optimistic numbers, assuming that Catalyst is wildly successful: 
 
$450,000 royalty fee on estimated Omadatech sales to date (assuming $3 million in 
sales to date and a 15% royalty) 
$1,500,000 royalty fee on estimated future Omadatech sales (assuming $10 million of 
future sales) 
$316,938 STVE revenue from 2017/2018/2019 that was promised to my company 
(based on the 2016 billed amount and assuming 15% growth each year) 
$1,569,174 estimated value of future STVE production revenue over 13 years, assuming 
the 2019 rate does not grow) 
$2,000,000 estimated value of 20% of future sale of STVE/Catalyst to third party 
$23,000 equipment lost in crash of spring 2016 
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Detailed narrative and timeline 
 
Let’s get into this, in a lot of detail.  Please give me the narrative, start to finish. 
 

Sure. Just a warning: this section is written as a reference, and it might seem too 
slow and boring. 
 

Fine. Let’s get started. How did Catalyst find you, and how did all of this start? 
More detail is better. 
 

As part of my narrative, I want to point you to this timeline, available here: 
 
www.conraderb.com/catalyst-documents 
 
Here is that timeline: 
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Because the timeline has a lot of events, I made a simplified timeline that looks at 
Catalyst/Maria’s actions and decisions, which I think are a key part of this 
dispute. 
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Ok. Thanks for that. Let’s begin. 
 
Maria Hoban found me in late 2012/early 2013 through the Philadelphia Lens 
Library, which is a small lens rental house and consulting service that I run, 
aimed at Canon photographers. 
 
Maria’s assistant pilot Rob picked up a lens for some technical photography 
project related to power line inspections, and that’s all I knew about it for some 
time. 
 
In early 2013, Catalyst indicated that they had some work, and they didn’t really 
have a great photographer and asked if I would be interested to do some test 
flights. I provided some informal friendly consulting to Catalyst as part of test 
flights for no compensation. The project sounded interesting and challenging. 
Around this time (on the second flight, I think, in the black TwinStar), Maria told 
me that my gear was covered under Catalyst’s section 135 insurance policy, and 
I didn’t need to go out and buy more insurance and bill Catalyst. 
 
Around this time, Maria seemed to be impressed with my contributions, and in 
early March 2013, I provided written pricing to do production photography on this 
project.  2

 
On March 19, 2013, Maria made a detailed, verbal offer to me about a technical 
photography project called “STVE” related to power line inspections at the Gold 
Standard in West Philly. 
 
Maria’s offer was regarding an “exclusivity agreement”, and an option for 
“equity/exit”. It was a rare opportunity to work on business development with 
tremendous scale-up potential, and I was very happy to accept Maria’s proposal. 
 
Please note that I wrote more about Maria’s promises in the section “Catalyst’s 
promises”. 
 
As I mentioned above, I emailed Maria about a month after the meeting to ask 
about putting together the exclusivity agreement on paper. Maria didn’t reply, but 

2 Interestingly, this was the first time I had a phone call with Gerard. He tried to negotiate my pricing, and I 
declined to adjust my quote. I told him that he was welcome to hire anyone he wanted, and I was 
convinced that I could save Catalyst money by reducing flight time perhaps up to 50%. Gerard was 
skeptical about this. 
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I didn’t think much of it. She kept telling me verbally how great my deal was, how 
we were all going to be wealthy, and how we were all a big happy family. 
 
Because of Maria’s repeated verbal promises from March 2013 onward, I made 
significant contributions and improvements to this project over the course of 
many months. My contributions saved time and money, improved safety, and 
improved the quality of the business method, and including inventing some 
software and managing early development. 
 
Around May 2013, some agreement was discussed and possibly signed. Around 
November 2013, another agreement was possibly discussed, , and I think that I 
signed a document. More about that in the section “the mysterious NDA”. 

 
Unfortunately, in January 2014, Maria took away the equity option. I was 
disappointed. It was “strike one”, but I figured that I must have misunderstood 
something, and I kept helping Maria. 
 
Shortly thereafter, Maria then admitted to underbidding a contract and put 
pressure on me to reduce my rates.  
 
Things got weird when an investor, Gerard Palmer, started getting involved in 
decisions at Catalyst. He had an aggressive style and said in one phone 
meeting, “We own everything that you do” in reference to software. Gerard even 
talked about suing me over this price dispute when I had made it clear that in the 
event of a price dispute, I typically pause work with a client and get back on the 
same page. 
 
Put together, Maria’s underbidding, price pressure, and Gerard’s aggressive 
approach was strike two. 
 
The relationship broke down in summer 2014 after I Gerard announced that there 
was no “exclusivity”. To him, it was all “history”. He was uninterested in any of 
Maria’s promises. That was strike three. In that meeting, I asked Gerard for any 
documents or agreements they had against me.  They did not have any signed 3

document, and the document they presented with me is not what I think I signed. 

3 Note that Maria says that it was because I asked for my documents. I don’t remember the order, and it’s 
possible that Maria is correct. Even so, it’s my view that asking my client for the documents about the 
relationship was appropriate, and it’s not appropriate for Gerard to announce “no exclusivity” just because 
I asked for my documents. 
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The next day, I asked Gerard to put into writing what he said at the meeting 
about “no exclusivity”. He did so. I explained to Catalyst via email that they were 
not delivering the opportunity that Maria had originally promised, and I dumped 
as a client. 
 

Then what happened? 
 
In fall 2014, Maria contacted me about rebuilding the relationship and starting 
over. Maria said she was shocked that I “fired” them. I was willing to give her 
another chance, but something felt weird. I started recording meetings. 

 
From January 2015 onward, Maria told me, multiple times, during recorded 
meetings in NJ, that she recognized the exclusivity agreement, and she would 
put it in writing. You have already heard the two January 2015 excerpts. 

 
Right. It sounded like things were going to improve starting January 2015. 
 

Yes, but then one month later, in February 2015, Maria changed her tune. I 
wanted to check in about the previous month’s promise to get the exclusivity 
commitment in writing, and Maria suddenly talked about the need to convince 
Gerard and a consultant, Tom, about the exclusivity promise later that year, after 
the work season was done. 
 
I was confused. I told her I was about to spend a bunch of money on some better 
equipment, and I just needed her to promise that Gerard would not challenge 
exclusivity. She told me she didn’t agree with exclusivity any longer. 
 
At that point, I felt my concerns about Maria losing control of her company to 
Gerard were completely founded and completely accurate. 
 
There’s no “strike four” in baseball, but this was strike four to me. I was 
completely amazed that Maria would flip-flop for no reason in a month. 
 
I told Maria that I was disappointed, and Maria blamed me for having a “bad 
year” in 2014 and she didn’t get a “warm fuzzy”. Maria told me that I have “trust 
issues” and made comments about whether I would have a successful marriage. 
 

That seems a bit weird. 
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I agree, on two levels.  
 
First, after waiting two years for an exclusivity agreement, I don’t think I am the 
one with trust issues, especially after Maria admitted that she lost control of her 
company in summer 2014. 
 
Second, it’s weird that Maria speaks in business meetings using strangely 
personal and imprecise examples. For instance, she has brought up my future 
marriage, her daughter’s conflict with her boyfriend, her sister’s health issues. I 
don’t know why. 
 

Let’s go back to February 2015. 
 
Sure. From February 2015 onward, I didn’t know if Maria was a reliable person. 
Having invested so much, I started doing independent work with the IP I had 
developed for the project, and trying to take things further. I researched the 
industry, and hired consultants to tell me information about the power industry. 
(this is important because Catalyst will probably claim that I took some 
proprietary knowledge from them, but Catalyst’s knowledge was commonly 
known in the industry and based on industry studies. Their “proprietary” 
information can be learned by anyone who had reasonable research skills and 
knows how to find a consultant and read IEEE publications.) 
 
In September 2015, Maria made promises about software in a recorded meeting: 
 
https://soundcloud.com/catalystlitigation/sept-9-2015-softwareomadatech-discuss
ion 
 
In December 2015, found out that I was doing independent work, and was angry 
about it (there are a number of recordings from this meeting on the page 
https://www.conraderb.com/catalyst-documents). Maria promised exclusivity 
again, and discussed equity and exit options, with a specific figure of 10% equity 
being mentioned, and she promised to put her commitments in writing. 
 
She also explicitly told me that Gerard did not own the company, and that I was 
not to tell him about the conversation (which seemed like another red flag). She 
also told me that she did not have an objection to Jordan’s noncompete.  
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Hold on, Conrad. You walked into a meeting where Maria felt you betrayed her, 
and you walked out with yet another exclusivity promise AND an offer of 
equity/exit?  
 

Correct. 
 

So, are you some amazing negotiator? Why would Maria, after feeling like you 
betrayed her, give you even more? 
 

I put some pressure on Maria simply by making my concerns clear, but I don’t 
think I’m an amazing negotiator. 
 
I think it’s simply that Maria “woke up” and realized that I took this seriously, and 
when she was honest with herself, she knew that the exclusivity, equity/exit are 
exactly what she had told me from the very beginning in March 2013. 

 
So what happened after December 2015? 

 
Nothing happened. 
 
Maria’s December 2015 recorded promises were not put on paper. 
 

If Maria had put her promises to paper in December 2015, would you have 
stopped your work? 

 
Yes, if I felt that the paperwork made Maria’s promises clear, and made it clear 
that Gerard couldn’t “undo them”, then there would be no question about it. 
 

So what did you do? 
 
After December 2015, I still felt vulnerable and had zero written promises from 
my client, and I had no idea how things were going to end up. As a reminder: 
Catalyst had not provided any signed agreement that limited my ability to do 
independent work. I had to keep doing independent work to mitigate my situation. 

 
In fall 2016, I had Jordan sign a second document regarding confidentiality with 
no expiration date, and then I hired him to do some independent work with me. 
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In December 2016, Gerard found out that my independent work had continued. 
He referenced the NDA that I did not have, cursed at me, and made the threats 
about calling the government to take away my immigration status. 
 
A bit later in December 2016, Maria (strangely) tried to have me get my father 
involved. She thought he would influence me somehow. I told her this didn’t feel 
appropriate. (Side note: this is a good example of how Maria works. When things 
are good, she talks about how we are a “family”. When things are bad, she tries 
to get my family involved.) 
 

Ok. What next? 
 
I waited to see what would happen, and - this should be a theme - I continued my 
independent work. 
 
After all, perhaps this was the light at the end of the tunnel? Perhaps Maria - for 
the third time - would “wake up” and tell Gerard to get me paperwork? 
 
I think it’s important to see that Maria would take steps to give me what she 
promised only after she felt some pressure. For that reason, I didn’t want to back 
down. 
 

Ok. What next? 
 
In January 2017, Jordan emailed and seemed confused about the second 
agreement (about confidentiality) from fall 2016. He seemed to think that it meant 
that it replaced the summer 2014 noncompete. 
 
In a phone call and in writing, I explained to him that the noncompete had nothing 
to do with the confidentiality. Jordan seemed to think I tricked him. Jordan told 
me he was going to “walk away” (which I feel is obviously not the case). 
 
Looking back, I imagine that Catalyst had contacted him after December 2016, 
and asked him to break his noncompete. 
 

What next? 
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I waited for a bit, and in March 2017, knowing that Catalyst was probably going to 
need photography services soon, and Maria had not apologized for anything yet, 
so I requested a final meeting with Catalyst. 
 
In that meeting, I wanted to show Gerard that Maria’s had made promises, and 
that her claims about past performance issues didn’t have merit. 

 
I tried to explain to Gerard that I felt that Maria had a consistently wrong narrative 
about me (ie. Maria had suggested that some delivery dates were deliberately 
delayed, so I brought a detailed list of actual delivery dates). 
 
Gerard wasn’t interested. He said it was in the past, and kept asking me to get to 
the point about what I wanted to do now. 
 
I think it’s clear that Gerard wanted me to apologize for violating some 
mysterious document and beg for forgiveness to get the work back, but I won’t 
apologize for not following a document that Catalyst will not provide, and as far 
as I am concerned, the work was repeatedly promised to my company well after 
Catalyst failed to clarify the mysterious NDA. 
 
I tried to bring up to Gerard that Maria had made promises. Before I could go into 
the details, Maria cut me off and denied that promises were made: 
 
https://soundcloud.com/catalystlitigation/march-2017-maria-denies-relationship-p
romises 
 
Maria claimed she invented the software, and she was shocked when I told her 
that I invented the software (Maria once wrote a diagram indicating the order of 
the questions, which was easier to use than the spreadsheet I had been provided 
with). Things got messy. Gerard made it clear that he wasn’t interested in the 
discussion, and angrily asked me to leave. I told Catalyst that I took issue with 
them selling what appears to be my IP in connection with “Omadatech”. 
 
https://soundcloud.com/catalystlitigation/march-2017-maria-makes-software-clai
ms-says-conrad-is-on-drugs 
 

What then? 
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I wrote to Maria with a rough summary of my claims and asked her to respond to 
my claims in writing (which she has never done). 
 
Maria replied that I needed medical help. See below, and please note that my 
email had a mistyped date or two: 
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What then? 
 
I started working with Stephan Matanovic on a certified mail campaign to Catalyst 
beginning mid-2017. The only semi-meaningful response was a letter via Sander 
Friedman (nearly three years after I had written to him), and I talk about that in 
the section the mysterious NDA. 
 
In fall 2017 (and again in 2018 and 2019), I found out that Catalyst hired Jordan 
directly, in violation of Jordan’s noncompete. 
 

Why are you looking for other attorneys?  
 

I like Stephan, but I’m not sure if he’s quite the right match going forward. I don’t 
want to say anything bad about him in writing! 
 

Do you think you would have a case without the recordings? 
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No. Without the recordings, I would expect someone to think that I’m lying about 
what Maria said. 
 

What other recordings do you have? 
 

I have perhaps 10-15 hours of recordings. 
 
I have edited the recordings from key meetings in about a dozen key segments 
that show: 
 

- Maria affirming exclusivity in January 2015, promising to put it to paper 
and admitting that Gerard was in control in summer 2015 
 

- Maria making software related software promises in September 2015, and 
talking about how I would receive work and compensation via Omadatech 
operations 
 

- Maria telling me that I’m on drugs in January 2015, that my 
friends/advisors are “fucking retarded”, but then suggesting that I receive 
10% equity in Catalyst 
 

- Gerard trying to intimidate me out of my independent work by threatening 
to have Homeland Security take my green card in January 2017 
 

- In March 2071, Maria denying promises in March 2017, Maria admitting 
she thought my equipment was covered in a crash, Gerard denying any 
insurance promise that wasn’t in writing, and Maria claiming she invented 
software 

 
I also have a number of recordings that just show typical work with Catalyst 
(consulting for them and training at their office), but they don’t have major 
promises made by Maria. 
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